
A STEVE JOBS

Steve  Jobs  is  known  worldwide  as  the  man  behind  Apple  computers, 
iPods, iPads and iPhones, and as an innovator in technology and design.

Jobs was born on February (a)____, (b)_________, to parents who could not 
raise  him.  He was adopted at  birth  by another  couple,  and grew up in 
California.  His  adoptive  father,  Paul,  taught  him  how  to  work  with 
electronics and sparked his interest in technology.

As a child, Jobs met fellow computer 
enthusiast, Steve Wozniak, who would 
later  become  important  in  the 
development of Apple. In  (c)_______, 
Jobs traveled to India, where he stayed 
for (d)____ months.

Jobs worked at Atari, and while there 
he  was  assigned  a  job  to  create  a 

circuit  board.  The  company  wanted  a  circuit  board  with  the  fewest 
microchips  possible,  and  offered  $(e)_______ for  each  chip  eliminated. 
Jobs teamed up with Wozniak, agreeing to split the money. Wozniak was 
able to reduce the number of microchips by (f)_____, but Atari only paid $
(g)_______ instead of the $(h)__________ it had promised.

In  (i)_________,  Jobs  and  Wozniak  formed  Apple  Computer  in  Jobs' 
parents' garage. The team introduced the Apple I computer. The company 
quickly became successful.  Another employee,  Jef Raskin,  invented the 
famous  Macintosh  computer,  which  was  revealed  to  the  world  in 
(j)_______.

 Jobs  was  a  good  businessman,  but  at  times  he  could  be  strict  and 
egotistical towards his employees. After a lot of tension built up between 
Jobs and the company's CEO, Jobs was fired from Apple in (k)________.

While away from Apple, Jobs used $(l)________________ to create a new 
company, NeXT Inc. Although the company struggled in the beginning, 
NeXT soon become successful in developing computers for technical and 
scientific professions. Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web on a 
NeXT computer, and these computers were some of the first equipped to 
use the internet.



B STEVE JOBS

In  (m)_______,  Jobs  bought  The  Graphics  Group,  a  creative  computer 
graphics company, for $10 million. He later renamed the company Pixar, 
which  partnered  with  Disney  and  made  its  first  film,  Toy  Story,  in 
(n)_______. Until his death, Jobs was Disney's largest shareholder, having 
(o)____% of the company's stock.

In (p)_______, Apple was starting to lose profitability. The company bought 
NeXT  Inc,  and  Jobs  returned  to  Apple  as  interim-CEO,  and  later, 
permanent CEO. Jobs brought the powerful technology from NeXT and 
combined it with the attractive designs at Apple to produce the iMac and 
Mac OS X operating system.

The  company 
branched  out,  and 
began  making 
consumer electronics 
like  the  iPod,  iPad, 
and  iPhone.  Jobs 
helped  to  develop 
services  like  iTunes 
and  the  App  Store, 
and  the  company's 
success grew.

Jobs, during his career, chose to receive a salary of $(q)________. This was 
part  of  a  trend  of  CEOs receiving $1 salaries,  who made  their  money 
through stocks and other investments instead. Still, Jobs' net wealth was 
estimated to be $(r)_______ billion in  (s)________, making him the 42nd-
wealthiest American.

After  being  diagnosed  with  pancreatic  cancer  in  October  (t)_________, 
Jobs  struggled  for  years  to  treat  it  and underwent  a  liver  transplant  in 
(u)________.  Despite  these  efforts,  Jobs  died  on  October  (v)____, 
(w)_______.



Solve the equations involving powers and roots to fill in the gaps of the 
text above:

A
a. 2⁵−2³

b. 10³30²5 ·2 ·251

c. 2 ·10³−5²−2⁰

d. 449²

e. 2² ·5²

f. 15· 3275 ·27⁰

g. 3343 · 10000

h. 2³ ·5⁴

i. 12³2⁸−4² :2

j. 13³−4⁴6²7⁵: 7⁴

k. 6⁴3·6³6²6¹−6⁰

l. 7 ·2⁶ ·5² ³

B

m. 210
2⁹2⁸2⁷2⁶2¹

n. 2 ·3⁶2 ·3⁵2 ·3³−3¹

o. 6117649

p. 2 · 31000000000−2²

q. 3⁴ ·5⁴ :15² :30²: 4

r. 
2³ ·10⁹3 ·10⁸

1000³

s. 4020025615625

t. 4012009

u. 4024036919683

v. 1148828125

w. 4040100−−12011


